


THE+AUDIO™ 
Our goal is simple: we are an acoustic revolution – 
a re-telling of an old tradition. For every corner of 
the globe, we are more than just a radio, we add a 
PLUS: great design, technical excellence, usability 
and value. Welcome to our world.





Luxurious living: allow the unsurpassed sound from THE+RADIO DAB+ 
White to drift around the living room. THE+RADIO DAB+ might be small, 
but it is the easiest to use DAB radio available today and offers an 
extraordinary audio experience. It’s ideal for providing mood music, when 
entertaining at home. With its cool white casing, THE+RADIO DAB+ adds a 
touch of serene style and perfect function to any room.

THE+RADIO™ DAB+ White 
21 x 14,5 x 18 cm 
8,26 x 5,7 x7,08 in
Technical data p.22-23 









THE+DESIGNER
Alexander Åhnebrink, our product designer, is a 
dynamic young Swedish design visionary.  
A graduate of Central St Martins in London, he has 
worked previously with a number of pioneering 
brands in the world of design, including: Sir Paul 
Smith, Walter Knoll, Thonet, JVC and Samsung.  
Particularly well known in the field of furniture and 
interior design, he understands the need to create 
a product that is not only functional but is also an 
object of beauty for the home environment. 





Designer dorm: with its sleek black exterior, THE+RADIO™ Black adds a touch 
of effortless sophistication to the bedroom.  Lie down and allow the senses 
to be seduced by the finest auditory experience.  Combined with its easy-to-use 
functionality, THE+RADIO makes listening in bed a simple joy.   

THE+RADIO™ Black
21 x 14,5 x 18 cm 
8,26 x 5,7 x7,08 in
Technical data p.22-23 





THE+MISSION
Just like the best cakes combine the perfect 
ingredients with the touch of an experienced chef, 
so THE+AUDIO has created an unmatched audio 
experience. By overcomplicating audio devices, 
the industry has forgotten what customers really 
want. We haven’t.  We have combined our industry 
knowledge and design focus to provide products 
that are as simple to use as an old-school FM 
radio or remote control, but which produce sound 
that’s unexpected and rich, all within a classic, 
stylish exterior. THE+RADIO FM and THE+RADIO 
DAB+ are more than just simple radios – they are 
eye-catching and extremely easy-to-use acoustic 
systems for the Twenty First Century.





THE+PROMISE
THE+RADIO FM  and THE+RADIO DAB+   are so 
much more than just radios. They look elegant and 
are extremely intuitive and easy to use. 
The exceptional sound, with natural voice quality and 
hi-fi audio is thanks to unique technical specifications 
enabling them to be enjoyed anywhere, as a speaker 
or as a radio.  
They are sophisticated products for a modern 
generation, which give an unbelievable performance 
from a sleek, minimalistic cabinet. Choose you’re 
THE+RADIO FM or THE+RADIO DAB+ in a colour 
finish of your choice: Walnut, White, Grey or Black.





Kitchen calm: cook up a storm whilst enjoying the superior sound of
THE+RADIO DAB+ Grey. Chopping vegetables has never been so much fun!
Listen to favourite tunes or tune in to a favourite programme on the 
radio. With its pitch perfect voice and unsurpassed automatic tuning, the 
only sizzling sound will be coming from the food being cooked.

THE+RADIO DAB+ Grey
21 x 14,5 x 18 cm 
8,26 x 5,7 x7,08 in
Technical data p.22-23 
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Bathroom bliss: enjoy THE+RADIO™ Walnut lying in the bath. Listen to a 
favourite radio station or enjoy music via the Bluetooth function, whilst 
soaking away the cares of the day.  
With an elegant Walnut casing, THE+RADIO looks good and sounds 
extraordinary in both contemporary and traditional bathrooms.

THE+RADIO™ Walnut
21 x 14,5 x 18 cm 
8,26 x 5,7 x7,08 in
Technical data p.22-23 





THE+SPECS
THE+RADIO FM and THE+RADIO DAB+ may be 
small, but they pack a big punch when it comes 
to the specs: from first class design and acoustic 
engineering to ease of use and outstanding, multi-
purpose, performance. They feature natural voice, 
hi-fi sound, stereo technology and aux input. They 
are perfect as a Bluetooth speaker or radio.
They are simply perfection. Whether you are a fan of 
analogue or digital radios, ours are the most elegant 
and easy to use. They are radios that simply add up. 





Dimensions
21 x 14,5 x 18 cm
8.26 x 5,7 x 7.08 in

Weight
2 kg

Design
Alexander Åhnebrink

Colours
Matt white, matt grey, matt black, 
Walnut veneer

Materials 
Aluminium, plastic, 
wood cabinet

Connectivity
Bluetooth

Tech Specs
High fidelity sound
Analogue tuning interface
Aux input - front and rear -
Upgrade to stereo system
Headphone out
High performance driver

Turner
AM-FM radio

Sustainability
This product can be recycled.
Take it to a designated point 
for the disposal of electrical 
and electronic equipment.

Warranty
2 year

POWER
110/240 volts - 12 volts

THE+RADIO™FM



Dimensions
21 x 14,5 x 18 cm
8.26 x 5,7 x 7.08 in

Weight
2 kg

Design
Alexander Åhnebrink

Colours
Matt white, matt grey, matt black, 
Walnut veneer

Materials 
Aluminium, plastic, wood cabinet

Connectivity
Bluetooth

Tech Specs
High fidelity sound 
Analogue tuning interface 
Aux input - front – 
Upgrade to stereo system 
Headphone out
High performance driver 
Remote control,Dual alarm
4 lines OLED display

Turner
DAB+ - FM  

Sustainability
This product can be recycled. 
Take it to a designated point for 
the disposal of electrical and 
electronic equipment. 

Warranty
2 year 

POWER
110/240 volts - 12 volts

THE+RADIO™DAB+



www.theplusaudio.com

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 

and any use of such marks by THE+AUDIO is under license. 

Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.


